CORKSCREWS
Pulltap’s by Pulltex®
The Pulltap’s patented corkscrew, with its hinged
lever, ergonomic handle, capsule cutting blade and
teflon coated worm, is the most popular wine waiter
corkscrew in the world. Available in ten handle colors
with PMS color matched imprinting.

Pullparrot by Pulltex®
With a spring loaded bottle grip and elongated lever, combined
with a broader handle for a more comfortable hold, the Pullparrot
is an innovative improvement on the Pulltap’s that will defeat the
most stubborn cork. Comes in ten handle colors and PMS color
matched imprinting, with a belt clip in black or burgundy.
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CORKSCREWS
Gift Pulltap’s by Pulltex®
The Silver Reisling Pulltap’s offers a chrome finish
handle that can be laser engraved. Sleek and elegant, it
makes the perfect promotional gift.

Gift Pullparrot by Pulltex®
Attractively priced, the
chrome finish Pullparrot
handle can be laser engraved
and is ideal for on-premise
promotions.

Toledo by Pulltex®

The ultimate Pulltap’s corkscrew, the Toledo offers a
chrome steel and rosewood handle of incredible beauty and
functionality. Laser engraving can be done on the side or
back of the handle. Available in a leatherette sheath as well
as in a boxed set.
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CORKSCREWS

Rialto

Custom Packaged

Boxed Rialto Corkscrews

Three beautifully designed and affordable corkscrews that come in a custom four color package which
the client designs from a template. Ideal for wine clubs, winery sales rooms, or for any promotional
program where the client wants to provide more product information.

Cepage Laguiole
Produced in France, the Cepage Laguiole
offers affordable luxury in a wide range of
handle materials. Individually packaged
in a kraft cardboard box.

Chateau Laguiole
Handmade in
France, the
Chateau Laguiole
is offered in a
variety of handle
materials, inside a
leather pouch and
cardboard gift
box.
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CORKSCREWS
Dolphin
by Farfalle

Zig-Zag

In original 1921 designed
gift box

Clipper by
Pulltex®
Four piece
boxed set by
Pulltex®
Chromed Pulltap’s corkscrew,
Wine Thermometer, Neck ring
and chrome finish Drip Stopper
in diecut foam in a metal gift box.

Light by
Pulltex®
Xtens by
Pulltex®
Brucart by
Pulltex®
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HIGH GRADE ACRYLIC CHILLING BUCKETS
Alaska

Built-in handles and European
styling make this a unique chilling bucket. Stands ten inches
tall and comes in clear, solid
black, and transparent blue, red,
green, and orange.

Alaska Tray

Measures 17.8 x 11.8 inches.
Surface can be smooth or coated
with non-slide finish. Comes in
clear, solid black, transparent
blue, red, green, and orange.

Quadra

Double hand holds, square bottom and round top
make this a very attractive chiller. 9.7 inches tall with
a top diameter of 8 inches. Available in clear, solid
black, and transparent blue, red, green, and orange.

Salsa

Frosted finish polystyrene with single hand hold, this very
affordable bucket comes in full (11 inches tall) and half (9.25
inches tall) size. Available in clear, solid black, and transparent
blue, red, green, and orange.

Saturne

New design with a
single hand hold in
the back. Available in
clear, solid black, and
transparent blue, red,
green, and orange.

Iceberg
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Unbreakable oval chiller holds two bottles . 7.5
inches tall and 10.25 inches long by 6.87 inches
wide. Available in clear, solid black, transparent
blue, red, green, and orange.

Freezer

Elegantly designed in
frosted polystyrene with
a unique handle. 11.2
inches high. Available in
clear, solid black, transparent blue, red, green,
and orange.

New Wave

Made of polystyrene with two built in handles.
Stands 10.6 inches high. Available in clear, solid
black, transparent blue, red, green, and orange.

Cubiteras

Polypropylene chiller with two hand holds, standing
9.5 inches high. Available in solid black and orange,
as well as translucent clear, green, blue and red.

Igloo

Thick wall acrylic
design with a
single hand hold
makes the Igloo
unbreakable. 9.5
inches tall with a
7.5 inch top diameter. Available in
black, white and
burgundy.
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ACRYLIC BOWLS
Dual

Hand holds on both ends plus
a slot to hold a serving towel
make this acrylic bowl easy to
use and elegant for presentations. Measures 17 x 11 x 8.5
inches deep, and holds four or
more bottles.

Salsa

Frosted polystyrene with single
hand grip. 15.6 inches high with a
top diameter of 12.6 inches. Clear,
solid black, transparent blue, red,
green, or orange.

Alaska

With double built-in
handgrips, the Alaska
holds six or more
bottles of wine. 16.9
x 11.7 x 10.3 inches
deep. Available in
clear, solid black,
transparent blue, red,
green, and orange.

Quadra

Crystal clear acrulic with dual hand holds, this bowl easily
holds four bottles of wine. 10.4 inches tall, 13.4 inches
top diameter. Available in clear, solid black, transparent
blue, red, green, and orange.

Iceberg

Strong acrylic
construction,
available in clear or
solid black. Holds
six or more bottles. 15 x 11 x 8.5
inches deep.
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METAL CHILLING BUCKETS & BOWLS
Model 3070

Model 6000
A wide range of shapes and
sizes to fit all occasions.
Made in Italy of spun aluminum or stainless steel.
Shiny silver, brushed metal,
or colored enamel finishes
availble, with screen printing or laser engraving.

Model 75/1B
Model 4901
Model 6201

Model 74/1A

Model 6901

Model 6903
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ACCESSORIES
Silicone Hermetic
Wine Stoppers
New from Pulltex are multi-colored Silicone Hermetic Wine
Stoppers, with two sizes for both sparkling and still wines.
The patented inner shape combined with silicone’s natural
adherence produces a tight fit over the bottle neck. Can be
personalized on the top, and are very affordable.

Vacuum Pump Wine Saver by Pulltex®
The Pulltex Wine Saver for still wines combines a
vacuum pump and stopper in one unit. Ideal for wine
by the glass promotions, the pump remains on the
bottle after the air is pumped out, with the bottle
stopper up inside the pump, keeping it clean and safe
from being lost. Comes in black, burgundy, yellow,
orange and dark green. Personalization available on
the side or top.

Black

Orange
Green

Burgundy

Yellow
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ACCESSORIES

Millesime Sparkling Wine Stopper

Elegant twin arm all acrylic design seals tight, looks good on
a bottle, and can be put on or taken off with one hand. In
clear, transparent blue, red, pink, green, orange, and solid
black or white. Custom colors available.

Model 18C

Single arm all metal sparkling
wine stopper with chrome
metal cap. Very strong seal.
Imprintable or polydome top.

Model 19-20R

Mars

Plastic top single arm construction.
Can be imprinted or have polydome
on top.

Stainless steel sparkling wine stopper and pourer.

Model 41N

Still wine stopper offers
a strong closure at a
very low price. Comes
in black, burgundy, dark
blue, dark green. Top
imprintable or with
polydome (see left).

Pulltex Foil Cutter

Excellent for wine or spirits
bottles. Reinforced steel cutting blades. Available in black,
burgundy, dark blue, dark
green and white. Imprintable
top.

Pulltex Wine Glass Identifier

Ten different color wine glass identifiers snap on
to the stem for easy identification.
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LAGUIOLE TABLEWARE

Not a brand name but rather a traditional French cutlery design, Laguiole tableware
and service sets make excellent gifts and promotional items. From the finest handmade
pieces to very affordable product lines, all offer full tang blades, handles in a variety of
colors and materials, printable beechwood presentation boxes, and acid etching on the
blades. Made in France.

CLAUDE DOZORME
The finest handmade
cutlery and service sets.

A

B

C

E

D
A. Fish knife
B. Steak knife set with horn handles
C. Foie Gras set
D. Bread knife
E. Deluxe 3 piece carving set

Handle choices, left to right:
Nacrine, Black Horn, Flake, Rosewood, Exotic
Wood, White Horn, Synthetic Ivory
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AND SERVING SETS

Manufacturers of the
exclusive two sided micro-serrated
Laguiole steak knive, as well as a
complete line of other fine kitchenware and service sets.
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LAGUIOLE
Steak knife sets

A wide range of high quality service sets
and tableware for all occasions.

Acrylic
handles

Wood
handles
Carving sets in
stainless steel finish

Cheese service

Cheese knife and
cutting board

Kitchen tool sets
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NEW PRODUCTS
Smart Bowl

Classical design and highly functional, with
inset hand holds. Stands 12.2 inches high with
an identical top diameter that allows plenty of
room for four bottles of Champagne.

Smart Bucket

A simple design and very
affordable. Stands 9.8
inches high with a top
diameter of 8.7 inches.

Decanters
Chef
Collector

Spade Bucket

An elegant contemporary design complete with a
built in hand grip. Stands 9.5 inches high, with
the top lip measuring 9.7 inches front to back,
and 7.8 inches wide.

Techno

Morfeo

Adonis

Spade Bowl

Easily holds four
bottles and makes
a beautiful bar
top display. 10.2
inches tall with a
top lip measuring
14.3 inches front to
back by 11.7 inches
wide.
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